Quora is a growing platform comprising a user generated collection of questions and answers. The questions and answers are created, edited, and organized by the users. Enormous number of users on the Quora website makes it unavoidable to have multiple questions from different users with similar intent, which raises the issue of duplicate questions. Effectively detecting duplicate questions would make it easier to find high quality answers and help save time, which in turn would result in an improved user experience for writers and readers on Quora. In this paper, Quora Question Pairs dataset is collected from Kaggle for detection of duplicate questions. First, three types of word embeddings involving Google news vector embedding, FastText crawl embedding with 300 dimensions, and FastText crawl sub words embedding with 300 dimensions are implemented individually to vectorize all the questions and train the model. The final features used for prediction are blend of these three types of word embeddings. Then, Siamese MaLSTM (''Ma'' for Manhattan distance) Neural Network model is applied for prediction of duplicate questions in the dataset. Finally, the model is tested on 100000 pairs of questions. The experiments show that the proposed model achieves 91.14% accuracy which is better than the state-of-the-art models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quora is a social media website where questions are posted by users and answered by experts who provide quality insights. Other users can cooperate by editing questions and suggesting more accurate answers to the submitted questions. According to statistics provided by the Director of Product Management at Quora on 17 September 2018 [29] , Quora receives 300 million unique visitors every month, which raises the problem of different users asking similar questions with same intent but in different words. Multiple questions with similar wording can cause readers to spend more time to find the best answer, and make writers answer multiple The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jiahu Qin . versions of the same question. Therefore, Quora has an important principle for having a single question thread for logically different questions. For example, questions like ''How can I be a good photographer?'' and ''What should I do to be a great photographer?'' are identical because both have the same meaning and should be answered only once. Some questions, like ''How old are you?'' and ''What is your age?'' do not have same wording. However, the context remains the same. Therefore, such questions are also considered duplicate. It can be an overhead to have different pages for such questions. Thus, identifying the duplicate questions at Quora and merging them makes knowledge sharing more efficient and effective in many ways. This way, the seekers can get answers to all the questions on a single thread and writers do not need to write the same answer on different locations for the same question. They can get larger number of readers than if the readers are divided in several threads. Currently, Quora is using Random Forest with many hand-crafted features to merge the duplicate questions into one. This model does not work very efficiently with large amount of data [29] . Inspired by advances in machine learning and deep learning models, Quora organized a competition on Kaggle in 2017. The participants were asked to apply advance techniques of Machine Learning and Deep Learning on the dataset to make the results more reliable and accurate. This work aims to fulfil the same purpose of achieving higher accuracy and saving time, used in complex feature engineering, by applying advance Neural Network Architecture.
Identification of duplicate questions is a crucial task in Natural Language Processing (NLP) with many applications such as Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) [1] classifying text, retrieving information and detecting plagiarism and Paraphrase Recognition [2] . It measures the degree of similarity between two interrogative fragments. If the fragments are semantically similar, they can get the same answer and are considered duplicate. The task of identification of duplicate questions can be a great challenge because the true meaning of sentence cannot be known with certainty due to the ambiguous language and synonymous expressions. There are some researches on measuring semantic similarities between sentences. The work [3] suggests to measure the semantic similarity between sentences based on WordNet by using the researcher's own developed tool. The researcher doesn't use any machine learning or deep learning model.
This work proposes a model to identify duplicate pairs of questions. The classification of question pairs is based on the level of similarity between the semantic meaning and similar wording of their text. Quora Question Pairs dataset is downloaded from Kaggle.
To deal with the duplicate questions' detection problem, combination of three different feature engineering is applied with more advanced neural-network based model which is MaLSTM. In this approach, all the questions are vectorized based on Google news vector embedding, FastText crawl embedding and FastText crawl sub words embedding, both individually and as a combination. These word vectors of the questions are used to discover the semantic similarity of words. First, the model is trained on all the features extracted from these three word embedding separately and passed to the MaLSTM Neural Network. After the three techniques have predicted their results, the model takes 33% for both Google news vector embedding, and FastText crawl embedding, and 34% of FastText crawl sub words of the predicted data and combines them by averaging for results. Once the model is trained, it is tested on 100000 records and achieves 91.14% accuracy. For detailed analysis of the results, the model is again tested on 20 unseen records. Out of 20 records, the proposed model correctly predicts 19 records. Finally, the performance is evaluated by calculating the Manhattan distance between the predicted result and the actual result. The range of Manhattan distance is between 0 and 1.
Since 0.5 is the center value, that is why we set this center value as threshold. If the Manhattan distance is greater than 0.5, the question pair is predicted as duplicate otherwise it is a non-duplicate.
In Table 1 , first and third question pairs have few similar words like 'jealous' in the first and 'web' in the third, but the overall meaning of pair of questions is different. Therefore the questions are not duplicate. Whereas, second and forth question pairs have similar wording as well as similar intent. Hence, they are labelled as duplicate questions. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes a few researches related to this work. Section 3 gives a summary of the proposed model, the dataset, the steps performed on the dataset, and the basic introductions of deep learning models used in this research. In Section 4, results are discussed, and Section 5 gives the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
Classifying duplicate questions can be a tricky task since the variability of language makes it difficult to know the actual meaning of a sentence with certainty. This task is similar to the paraphrase identification problem, which is a thoroughly researched Natural Language Processing (NLP) task [4] . It uses Natural Language Sentence Matching (NLSM) to decide whether a pair of sentences with same intent is written in different words or not [5] . Feature engineering has been the center of focus for most of the traditional methods developed by different practitioners. The common features used are bag of words (BOW), term frequency and inverse document frequency (TF IDF), unigrams and bigrams. Support Vector Machine (SVM), used with different feature extraction techniques such as BOW or n-gram vectors, is one of the main methods in text categorization [6] . Recently, deep learning approaches have achieved very high performance across several Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks especially in Semantic Text Similarity [7] - [9] . Deep models, trained with task-specific feature engineering, provided impressive results in semantic analysis and similarity measure. The researcher showed that meaningful semantic symmetries can be captured by using pre-trained word embeddings [10] . Deep models can be combined with word embeddings and used to express the semantic meaning of text chunks with satisfactory accuracy.
LSTM based neural networks have shown great outcomes for tasks such as categorization of text and retrieval of information [11] . A research [12] proposed supervised and semi-supervised methods based on LSTM that used region embedding method for embedding the text regions of adjustable dimensions. Another work [13] , proposed a Neural Network model and studied documents represented in form of vectors in an integrated manner. First, the model used CNN or LSTM to study the vector form of the sentences. Then, the context of sentences and their relations, of a given document, was determined in the distributed vector representation with recurrent neural network (RNN). A novel approach known as the C-LSTM network was used for representation of sentences and classification of text. This architecture combined the capabilities of CNN and LSTM Neural Networks. It used CNN to extract high-level features which were then fed to LSTM [14] . Another research [15] , proposed a Tree based LSTM model and used it to predict the similarity between two sentences. Skip-thought based approach was proposed which used skip-gram approach of word2vec from the word to sentence level [16] . First, the sentences were passed through RNN layer to get skip-through vector. Then, it attempted to reconstruct the previous and next sentences.
In spite of aforementioned works, Siamese architecture is one of the most frequently used learning frameworks to project question and answer pairs into a joint space [17] . In another study [7] , Siamese LSTM made use of pre-trained word embedding vectors for converting the sentences. For final result, Manhattan distance was calculated to measure the closeness of the pair of sentences. CNNs have achieved great results in classification [18] and in other Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks [19] . Another research [20] applied Siamese CNN model that used several convolution and pooling processes to produce sentence embeddings. However, using pre-trained word embeddings that are not related to the dataset limits the results of above-mentioned models.
There are only few researches done on Quora dataset [21] . CNN based model used with GloVe embedding, which consists of 100dimensions Wikipedia vectors, attained 80.4% accuracy [5] . Another work [22] , applied the Siamese GRU using a bi-layer similarity network and achieved 85.0% accuracy. Support vector classifier model trained using the pre-computed features ranging from longest common substring and sub sequences to word similarity based on lexical and semantic resources also attained 85% accuracy. In [23] , a bilateral multi-perspective matching (BiMPM) model was applied using the ''matching-aggregation'' framework and 88.17% accuracy was achieved.
Unlike most of the methods mentioned above, this study employs Google news vector embedding, FastText crawl embedding and FastText crawl sub-word embedding for higher level feature engineering. By combining these word embeddings, the size of the training word-vector increases immensely. Since the word embeddings contain word-vectors from various fields, it broadens the range of training domain. This work uses MaLSTM Deep model to read input vectors of each sentence and provides the final hidden state in form of output vector. Afterwards, the similarity between these representations is calculated using Manhattan distance and is used to predict the target label. Overall, the results show that our technique produces more accurate outcomes than other described feature extraction and deep learning strategies. This approach identifies 19 out of 20 pairs of questions successfully.
III. DATASET & PREPROCESSING
A sentence is a set of words which forms phrases and clauses. Meaning of a sentence can be comprehended by inspecting its structure and components. By using Neural Networks, the relationships between words can be examined from several points of view. In this paper, a novel Siamese MaLSTM model is described for discovering the semantic relevance between a pair of questions. The word 'Siamese' refers to the use of two or more sub-identical network structures at the same time. In 'MaLSTM', the first 'Ma' refers to the Manhattan distance estimation technique which is used to measure the similarity between two textual features. While the LSTM is used as a sequence modeling technique which is capable of learning long-term dependencies by processing the input at its three gates. This model proposes an approach in which it combines three feature engineering techniques: GoogleNewsVector, FastText crawl, and FastText crawl subwords.
The blending of these three individually trained word embedding predictions allowed the generation of more accurate predictive results as compared to the traditional deep learning models with single feature engineering technique. First the model is trained on each word embedding individually, then we blend the prediction of each individually trained model by getting first two models by a ratio of 33% and the 3rd model by 34% for final prediction.
A. DATASET
Quora released a public dataset that consists of 404, 351 question pairs in January 2017 [24] . The question pairs are from various domains including technology, entertainment, politics, culture, and philosophy. This dataset is downloaded from Kaggle [25] . Each record has a pair of questions and a target class that represents whether the questions are duplicate or not. The dataset is split in 75 and 25 ratio for training and testing respectively. The name of dataset attributes with their description is shown in Table 2 . Since the classifier is only concerned with ''question1'', ''question2'' and ''Is_duplicate'', the rest of the attributes of the dataset are ignored. Some examples, from the dataset, of duplicate and non-duplicate questions are shown in Table 3 . 
B. PREPROCESSING
The steps required for organizing the data in understandable format by handling the missing, inconsistent and redundant values is called preprocessing. Various pre-processing steps are performed on experimental dataset. Several NLP techniques are used such as conversion to lower letters of text, stopwords removal, stemming, and tokenization, with the help of freely available libraries such as NLTK and keras's.
After performing the pre-processing steps, the quality of data improves due to the elimination of unnecessary information. The tokenizer function from keras's library is used to tokenize each question into a vector of words, then word embeddings (GoogleNewsVector, FastText crawl, and FastText crawl subwords) are used to extract the quality features. The maximum length of all the questions is set to 20, whereas, the questions with length smaller than 20 are zero padded. Finally, the preprocessed features are fed into the Siamese MaLSTM architecture for label prediction.
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 1) WORD EMBEDDING
The Deep models do not understand input in the form of text or speech. In order to make the input understandable for such models, every question must be vectorized. In our proposed model, first layer is embedding layer that accepts the question pairs as input and converts each word into a vector. The embedding dimension is set to 300 and the maximum sequence length is 20. In this work, three different word embeddings of GoogleNewsVector, FastText crawl, and FastText crawl subword are used.
2) GoogleNewsVector
Google provides pre-trained word embedding based on news corpus. This word embedding contains 3 million English words with 300 − dimensions, providing 3 billion wordvectors [26] .
3) FastText
FastText is an efficient word representation learning library provided by the Facebook research team. It contains 2 million common crawl words with 300 − dimensions, providing 600 billion word-vectors. It is different from Google word embedding because it provides the n-gram characterlevel representation of words [27] .
4) FastText SUBWORD
FastText Subword contains 2 million word vectors trained with subword information on Common Crawl (600B tokens). Subword embedding provides us more details by converting each word into its sub words. If we want to get the subwords of word 'where' with n = 3 the resulting subwords will be, 'whe', 'her', and 'ere'. At the end, it provides the dictionary of union of these subwords [28] .
5) SIAMESE DEEP LEARNING NETWORK
Siamese is an artificial neural network that processes two or more input vectors side by side and combines the output vector after sub-identical neural network computation [29] . The weights must also be shared among all the inputs because it reduces training parameters and chances of overfitting. This idea was first proposed in 1994 [29] . The input given to siamese network can be in any form such as numeric , image or text data. Siamese network is useful for several tasks that requires discovering relationship between two patterns such as sentence semantic similarity identification, forged signatures recognition, pattern recognition, and paraphrase identification [31] . Similar inputs are processed with sub-identical network models. The sub-networks extract features from inputs that are similar and comparable. Siamese network applies binary classification at the output, which indicates if the inputs are of the same class or not. If the inputs belong to same class, then it means that those are somehow identical to each other and considered as duplicate. While joining the output of processed inputs, the neuron measures the distance between two feature vectors. Based on calculated distance, questions are considered as duplicate or non-duplicate.
6) MaLSTM
As we know, LSTM is a sequence modeling technique which generates long term sequences by using its multiple inside layers. It consists of four components, o t output gate, c t cell memory block (current state determines which information will be fed to next neuron), i t input gate and the forget gate f t . The input I t feeds the LSTM layer in the form of real-valued vectors. The hidden state representations h t are updated sequentially between the gates. The update steps purely rely on cell memory block c t . These four components decide which information is used and which information is omitted from the model for final prediction. There are multiple variants of LSTM used to solve different types of problems [32] . The first variant(1) and second variant-(2) that we used in this experiment, are used to generate long term sequences on textual data. It uses sigmoid layer for deciding which information is used for final prediction. It generates output between 0 and 1, where 0 means omit the information and 1 means use the information for final prediction. W i refers to the weights assigned to input vectors, h t refers to the current input to neuron and b i refers to the bias value added to the inputs. The LSTM variants shown in Equations 3 -6 in which tanh activation function is used to generate sequence based on the subject of the text. If the subject of the sequence processing sentence changes then all previous information stored in the cell memory block also gets erased.
LSTM generate sequences on variable-length space vectors sequences of d in -dimensional vectors. In this experiment, the input dimensional vectors size is 300 (dim = 300). Each question is represented as word sequence of word vectors (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , . . . , a N ) . The maximum sequence length is set to 20. No question can be greater than 20 in length. The questions having length lesser than 20 are zero-padded. real-valued word vector form and are assigned equal weights which converts the variable length input sequences to the fixed length vector form [7] . Each assigned weight processes one question. MaLSTM calculates Manhattan distance for the final prediction. Manhattan distance outperforms a little than the other substitutes such as cosine similarity [7] . The proposed Siamese MaLSTM architecture diagram is shown in Figure 1 . The reason for choosing Manhattan Distance among other similarity measure is that we are working on large set of word embedding consisting of multiple dimensions. It has been observed by many researchers that Manhattan distance similarity measure not only performs well on very high dimensional data but also takes less time for computation since Manhattan distance finds the similarity between textual features by calculating the absolute distance between two points that lies at axes of right angle [4] , [6] , [23] . Manhattan equation for two points x and y is shown in Equation 7
M a = |x 1 − x 2 | + |y 1 − y 2 |
In Equation 7 , the x 1 and y 1 refers to output of first model and x 2 and y 2 to second. The absolute difference between them shows the similarity measure between the two inputs given to the model. In this experiment, we set a threshold of 0.5 to classify the questions as duplicate or non-duplicate. If the final distance measure value of Manhattan distance is greater than 0.5, the question pair is classified as duplicateotherwise a non-duplicate. The complete flow of experiment is shown in Figure 2 .
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the final set of experiments, the Siamese LSTM model is first trained on each word embedding (GoogleNewsVector, FastText and FastText subword) individually and later we use the blend of these trained models prediction for final prediction. The models are trained on 303K number of samples and are tested on 100k instances.
The training is performed using a 2GB Dell PowerEdge T430 graphical processing unit on 2x Intel Xeon 8 Cores 2.4Ghz machine which is equipped with 32 GB DDR4 Random Access Memory(RAM). The training takes 3.5 hours to run epochs on 'Quora Question Pair Dataset' on each embedding and to show the classification results. The results are shown in Table 4 where it is evident that by using Siamese-MaLSTM with Google News Vector, FastText Crawl and FastText Crawl Subword, the model achieved 81.77%, 82.77% and 82.57% accuracy, respectively. It can be observed that upon combining the predicted results of all three of these approaches with 33% of Google News Vector, 33% of FastText Crawl and 34% of FastText Crawl subwords, the obtained accuracy is 91.14% which is much higher than other state of the arts models. The training and validation accuracy of models is shown in figure 3 and loss in figure 4 For better understanding of how our models predicting classes, we have extracted 20 test samples from the test data and models on that. The results accuracy is shown in table 5.
Predicted results were observed in each case mentioned above. When Google News Vector is used with Siamese LSTM, 16 out of 20 records are predicted successfully as shown in Table 6 . Google news vector has around 3 billion word-vector tokens which are relatively lesser than the other two embedding used in this paper. Moreover, the wordsvectors are only related to news domain. Whereas, the Quora question pair dataset used in this work contains records of several domains. That is why, the model trained on this word embedding is unable to identify the questions that are from other domains.
When FastText crawl with Siamese MaLSTM is tested, 18 out of 20 records are predicted correctly as shown in Table 6 . FastText crawl has 600 billion word-vector tokens, which are a lot more than the Google news vector embedding. It contains word-vectors from various domains and that is why it provided better results by predicting two more records accurately. Remaining two records that are predicted wrong are question pair 6th and 9th. In 6th question, after removal of stop words, remaining features has very less similarity. For example, 1st question has ''astrology'', ''rise'' and ''cap'' that are not present in 2nd question. And the 2nd question has ''ascendant'' and ''triple'' that are only present in 2nd question. Other wrong predicted question has special symbols in it and the model could not identify the correct result in that case as well.
Finally, when FastText crawl subwords with Siamese LSTM is tested, 18 out of 20 records are predicted correctly as shown in Table 6 . Like FastText crawl, Fast Text crawl subwords also has 600 billion word-vectors from several domains. But it also considers the subwords of each word. This word embedding is also unable to differentiate between the special symbols present in the 9th question. The other question that is wrongly predicted is 19th. As we know that, in fastText subword, we have n-gram of each word which leads to richer word2vec dictionary. Sometimes due to n-gram breaking, the word root forms are changed due to which the semantic similarity between two sentences is not accurately identified.
The MaLSTM accurately scores 95% result when we use it with all three of the feature engineering techniques. It predicts 19 out of 20 records accurately as shown in Table 5 . The only label which was predicted wrongly was due to the presence of special symbols in 9th pair. It is observed that even after combining the techniques, the model was not able to differentiate between special characters ã and ä in first question, and between ''and and ''& in second question of the 9th question pair because the model was not trained on special symbols in any of the word embedding. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This work proposed a model that identifies duplicate question pairs by combining the three word embedding (i.e., Google News Vector, FastText Crawl, and FastText Crawl Subword) feature extraction techniques which results in a much better accuracy as compared to these embeddings individually. Furthermore, this work proposed a novel Siamese MaLSTM model which accounts the Manhattan distance to determine the semantic similarity among the questions with 95% accuracy which is way better then state-of-the-art works. Upon closely looking at the manhattan values, in blend of different word embedding predictions, the manhattan score classifies the question pairs in more accurate way than any other embedding. The duplicate question score is very close to 1 while the non-duplicate pair values are much closer to zero. This determines the correctness and exactness of our proposed technique. The future work entails the Hybrid Neural Networks with attention layer with several similarity measuring techniques and experimental analysis on a larger dataset.
